
The Alpha King’s Daughter Chapter 1 

“Father, I have actually told you a hundred times. My dad was quiet for a while, yet I 
could still notice his presence in my room. 

” You know he’s only trying to keep you safe.” My wolf Aela, scolded me. 

” Arabella.” My papa’s stern voice called out and also I unwillingly sat up and also 
satisfied his silver eyes. I could really feel the power of the Alpha King load my room 
and also I withstood the urge to tremble. 

Aela whined, “We’ll you have actually done it now.” 

His Alpha power didn’t affect me rather the very same, being his child had some perks. I 
withstood the impulse to tremble under his extreme gaze. 

I sighed, understanding this discussion was going no place. “Yes papa?” 

” You will certainly act and let your body guard secure you.” His commanding voice 
loaded my ears as well as I withstood the urge to roll my eyes. 

Every one of the training I had withstood wouldn’t change his mind. He insisted I was no 
suit for his opponents, not without ending up being Queen. He refused to relinquish his 
title while I was mate-less and had a lot more inspiration than ever to assign me an 
unwanted body guard. 

” Penalty.” I broke, “But you recognize I’ll never ever behave.” I crossed my arms as well 
as kept an eye out of my room window, allowing my eyes stroll the huge yard out back. 

My daddy offered me a supportive smile and remained on the bed, “Arabella, you 
recognize this is the last point I want. We have enemies all over. I have to ensure you’re 
secure.” 

I huffed and also maintained my gaze trained on the yards. There was no other way I 
planned on playing wonderful, not while what little flexibility I had was being removed. 

” I can’t shed you too Bella.” I might hear my dad’s empty voice as well as my heart 
pressed. My eco-friendly eyes fulfilled his own as I took a look at exactly how broken 
hearted he really was. 

My daddy had an image that he placed on for the globe to see. A firm and also 
borderline cruel Alpha King that would certainly keep his people risk-free. 

Unable to hold onto my temper, I frowned at him. “When will he be right here?” 



I rolled my eyes when my dad’s face broke out into an eased grin, and also I could not 
keep back the small smile that used my lips. 

” Tomorrow morning.” My dad nodded, providing his phone a fast glimpse. He barely 
had at any time nowadays, with the war going on and the assassinations, he was up to 
his neck in work. 

I sighed, “Effectively. Will he be staying in my room also?” I smirked. 

My dad’s face turned an intriguing shade of red, “Absolutely not.” He sputtered, “You’ll 
be transferring to among the adjacent areas as well as he will certainly take the various 
other.” 

” Great. I ‘d rather see him as little as feasible.” I huffed, leaning right into my father’s 
outstretched arm. 

You can tomorrow, yet not without your body guard. I sighed and responded my head, 
determined to appreciate these couple of moment’s alone with my papa. 

As always, they never ever lasted long. 

” I have to go, Bella.” My dad sighed, running his fingers with his salt and pepper hair. I 
looked closely at his face as well as realized exactly how tired he really looked after 
losing Mother. They both had me when they were just twenty years of ages. I’ll be 
turning eighteen in a month, that made him just thirty 7. 

I sighed as well as wrapped my arms around him securely, my stomach squeezing at 
the idea of losing him. “Simply be secure for me.” 

” I’m not intending on going anywhere anytime quickly. Not when I have you 
continuously getting involved in trouble.” He smirked, which acquainted twinkle filled his 
silver eyes. 

I scoffed at him, “I’ll handle the body guard, yet I don’t plan on behaving!” I called out as 
he was leaving my area. I could hear his deep chuckle fading down the corridor. 

I drew myself out of bed as well as threw on a pair of jeans and an off-shoulder blouse. 
Everytime I looked in the mirror, I was advised of my mom. My raven tinted hair 
diminished my back in silky waves, and also my curvy body nearly mirrored her very 
own. The only thing I obtained from my father were his delicious eyelashes as well as 
his temper. 

Caroline and Shannon were my two closest good friends. For the lengthiest time, I was 
raised along side them. 



While my Mom as well as Daddy proceeded trying for another child, that just had not 
been their destiny. My Papa, being the persistent male he is, stated I would certainly be 
called Alpha Queen when he surrendered. 

I gazed down at my phone as the display lit up. Caroline ran out town going to 
household, however Shannon would be waiting for me in the yards. I returned a quick 
message, happy we were well into the modern globe. 

Things had transformed from the days of block castles as well as little villages. While 
our house coincided dimension as a castle, it was even more of a pietistic manor. We 
still had chefs, house maid’s and also the Royal Guard. The many cities and also 
communities that surrounded our residence were all under my Daddy’s command. He 
ran the most significant Kingdom in the world, and also someday I would do the very 
same. 

I spent plenty of years learning rules, training and also history. Each lesson had actually 
been simple, yet I had problem with adhering to the policies of others. Criticize it on my 
Alpha blood or the fact that I persist, however I usually make as well as follow my own 
policies. 

My Mama would obtain shed for hours in the thousands of publications we had. Anytime 
she was missing out on for as well long, my Daddy as well as I would creep off to the 
collection to find her. 

To get to the gardens, I had to walk through the bustling kitchen areas. The cooking 
area was conveniently the dimension of a restaurant, able to host feasts and gala’s at a 
minute’s notice. I eluded under upraised trays of muffins as well as breads, allowing the 
seductively sweet scent load my nose. 

In all hrs of the day the kitchen area was absolutely chaotic. My Mama would certainly 
have food sent out to the less fortunate in town and she constantly demanded they be 
fed the same quality of food as us Royals. My Papa maintained the rule in area after her 
death, and each day he made sure the food made it to the much less lucky. 

I crept via the kitchen area as well as when I observed no one’s eyes on me, I let my 
fingers twist around a cozy delicious chocolate chip muffin. 

Equally as I will bring the warm muffin to my lips I heard my name called, “Arabella, 
drop that muffin!” 

I noticed Shannon’s mommy, Sheila, following me, a dirty cloth stood up as a tool. 
Offering her a sheepish smile, I established the muffin down as well as removed going 
through the cooking area. 

Sheila had actually always been a second mommy to me, as well as rapidly stepped up 
to the plate when my actual mommy had passed. They were buddies, as well as her 



fatality hit her hard. Also as Royal’s, my family never looked down on any individual 
else. We regulated regard because of our Alpha blood, however we never needlessly 
over used or tormented anyone. I understood some of the other Kingdom’s in the world 
weren’t so friendly. 

I ran out the substantial outdoor patio doors and took a breath the fresh air outside. 
Springtime had actually just started and I delighted in every minute. Springtime was my 
preferred season. The flowers in the garden began to grow with their wonderful scents 
socializing into something exotic as well as charming. 

Breathing in the crisp roses as well as the pleasant honeysuckle, I strolled down the dirt 
course to the large gazebo that sat in the center. I could see Shannon’s curly hair 
appear as she met my eyes. 

Shannon was the responsible one in our little group. Shannon tried, and also commonly 
failed to maintain us in line and also out of trouble. While I was a full Lycan, Caroline 
and Shannon were human. 

” Took you long enough.” Shannon shook her head, her chocolate curls bouncing with 
the simple activity. Shannon’s skin was the shade of fresh espresso, making her honey 
tinted eyes attract attention. 

I shrugged and also plopped down on among the chairs inside the gazebo, “Dad 
required to talk with me.” 

” Anything crucial?” Shannon increased her eye eyebrow at me, her honey tinted eyes 
calculating. 

I huffed at her, despising when she looked at me like that. Shannon could be a master 
interrogator, a single speculative appearance from her honey eyes would make any 
person talk. 

We were interrupted by 2 of the servants coming up the stairs of the gazebo, a metal 
cart packed with food and also beverages followed them. 

” Oh sorry, I let them recognize you ‘d be consuming breakfast below.” Shannon 
provided me a smile. 

Being frequently waited on was something I still had not been as well comfy with. I was 
constantly taken a look at with caution, almost fear. No person wished to get on Father’s 
negative side, if only they could see him the means I do. 

” I appreciate that.” I smiled at her, “Consume with me!” 

I pressed a plate of clambered eggs her method, “Take whatever you ‘d such as.” 



She gave me an appreciative smile as well as began to eat. I relied on the servants who 
carried the food cart up the gazebo stairs. 

” Thank you for breakfast. Leave the cart, I’ll make certain it’s returned.” I smiled at the 
two of them. The slaves hated when I did anything on my very own. Everybody at the 
house had actually worked there for several years, enjoying me mature. They 
recognized I valued everything they did, but I still felt the need to help where I could. 

” So, what did you and also the Alpha King discuss?” Shannon frowned, and also I 
might see the concern in her gold orbs. 

I sighed, plopping a large strawberry in my mouth. I was missing out on that chocolate 
chip muffin. “He’s appointing me a personal body guard.” I whined. 

” Oh, I’m sure you hate that.” Shannon laughed, as well as I stuck my tongue out at her. 

” You recognize that’s the last point I want.” I mumbled. 

Shannon giggled once again as well as I gave her a fatigued appearance, “What would 
Caroline claim if she were here?” 

I assumed that over for a moment, “Most likely something concerning making him 
oversleep the exact same bed as me, y’ understand for safety and security.” I snickered. 

” Or the possible hotness of your individual bodyguard.” Shannon chuckled, as well as I 
participated in. 

Rejoicing and material with the awesome Spring wind caressing my skin, I bit on a piece 
of sausage. “She would certainly offer a new definition to individual bodyguard.” I 
laughed. 

After finishing breakfast we strolled the grounds of the yard. Shannon loved the garden 
as long as I did. Both people waved at the garden enthusiasts who were working today. 

I trailed my fingers over the soft petal’s of a dynamic tulip and also down the harsh stem 
of a pair sunflowers. 

” Arabella, could you come here for a moment? I’m in the library.” My uncle’s voice 
swamped with my head. 

I nodded, after that remembered he could not see it. “I’ll be there shortly, uncle.” 

” I have actually got to go.” I sighed, “Uncle’s calling me.” 

Shannon nodded in understanding, “I’ll see to it the cart returns to the cooking area.” 



” Thanks.” I grinned at her. Offering her a quick peck on the cheek, I ran from the yard’s 
as well as back to your home. 

As I child, I usually obtained lost strolling the halls. In my spare time I would explore as 
well as make maps of the structure, claiming each room held some impressive trick. 

I shoved the collection door’s open with ease, my eyes settling on my Uncle Jaspar. He 
was stooped over a large and instead dusty publication. 

His head fired up, and also his silver eyes satisfied my environment-friendly ones. 
Everybody on my daddy’s side had silver eyes. 

I smirked at him, “You called?” 

Jaspar is my Father’s much younger bro. He looked a lot like what my Father did when 
he was more youthful, as well as pestered with less tension. It was normal for Lycan’s to 
be muscle, however Father and Uncle Jaspar were ginormous. 

” I found out about your daddy’s plans for you.” Uncle Jaspar provided me a thoughtful 
smile. He always seemed to understand how I felt about things, even if he agreed with 
Father the majority of the time. 

I rolled my eyes, “Guess all that training was for nothing.” 

Uncle Jaspar had a small smile on his face, “All that training will certainly be useful if 
somebody slips past your body guard. You should never ever hope to place your 
training to use, Arabella.” I sighed, the stern look on his face resembled Dad’s. 

” I understand, I recognize. I simply despise having someone follow me no matter where 
I go.” I whined, muffling among the soft couches spread throughout the collection. 

Uncle Jaspar grinned, “You’re the successor to the entire Kingdom, Arabella and also 
you’re his daughter. You can not criticize him for taking every precaution.” 

“You’re right, I can’t. However that does not mean I more than happy about it.” I 
increased my eyebrow at him. 

He chuckled, “I would certainly expect absolutely nothing less. You’re excessive like 
your mom.” He drank his head as if he were thinking about a warm memory. My heart 
pressed each time someone pointed out exactly how comparable I was to my Mom. She 
was among my buddies. 

“Has your papa informed you that would be protecting you?” Uncle Jaspar’s inquiry 
captured me off-guard. 



I frowned, “No? He hasn’t said anything. I simply assumed it would be some warrior.” I 
shrugged. 

“Recognizing your father, he’s not mosting likely to choose just any type of warrior.” 
Uncle Jaspar shrugged, however it really felt required. 

I pressed my questionable ideas sideways, chalking it as much as inflammation. “Daddy 
would obtain me a personal military if he could.” I rolled my eyes. 

“You are right concerning that.” Uncle Jaspar chuckled. 

After leaving the collection, I had tried to track Shannon down. I kept back a groan as 
Sheila told me she had left for job. Shannon worked at a neighborhood coffeehouse in 
town and would commonly bring me back iced mocha’s or various other desserts. 

Points in the house were slowly obtaining increasingly more dull as the hours passed. I 
wanted to make the most of my day, understanding I would certainly have an 
aggressive darkness following me almost everywhere tomorrow. 

Around 6 p.m. among the maid’s revealed me to my new bed room. I glared at the big 
door on the far wall surface, knowing my body guard would be just a few feet away. My 
new suite provided some additional space, offering me the illusion of personal privacy. 

I flopped down on my bed as well as listened to songs, as well as when that finally 
obtained dull I mixed into the bathroom. Over the years the house had been via 
significant improvement, as well as my favorite part of it were the bathrooms. 

Each restroom had a stroll in shower, as well as a bath tub large enough to be a 
swimming pool. I transformed the hot water on as well as viewed the bathtub start to 
load. I took out some vanilla bubble bath and also stifled a grin as I unloaded the entire 
container in. 

I unwinded in the bathroom up until the warm water turned chilly as well as my fingers 
appeared like prunes. Really feeling a lot more calm regarding tomorrow, I crinkled right 
into the warm bed as well as drifted off to rest. 

 


